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ABSTRACT

A 24-channel vocoder was used to study

the quality of vocoded speech under the

effects of its compression variables\-

the number of spectral parameters n, sam-

pling period T and bit number m in voco—

der spectral parameters. Syllable intel-

ligibility S and speaker recognition 0

(identification) were used as measures

of the quality. To reduce the number of

spectral parameters the method of avera-

ging over subsequent amplitude spectrum

samples (AS) is suggested.

INTRODUCTION

Major variables of the compression ratio

in a channel vocoder are: the number of
spectral parameters n (the number of

channel signals, which represents the en-
velope of the short-time spectrum of the
speech signals), sampling period T ( the
sampling interval of any spectral parame-
ter), bit number m (the number of quanti-
zation bits per one spectral parameter).
Design of vocoders with pre-given proper-
ties demands a proper knowledge of rela-
tions between the quality of vocoded
speech and the above variables. We are
not aware of any efficient and reliable
method of evaluating vocoded speech qua-
lity. Most reseachers rely on intelligi—
bility and speaker recognition in their

judgements over processed speech. There

is a number of publications on intelligh

bility, but none of them reflects propur

ly relations between vocoded speech hue-

lligibility and variables n, m, T. Asto

speaker recognition, we can mention mat

one study dealing with the evaluationof

recognition accuracy of LPG speech /lfl
Tape recordings of 24 speakers convershm

over an unprocessed channel and overan

LPC voice processing system with therafl

2400 bit/s were subjected to listening

tests. The listeners were 24 co—workers

who attempted to identify each speaker
from a group of about 40 people working

in the same branch. The average duration

of the speech samples was 29,8 5. Recog-

nition accuracy was 88% for unprocessed

speech, and 69% for LPC speech. No eva-

luation of the effect of compression

ratio on the speaker recognition accura-

cy was made.

Note, that most of industrial vocoders

use differential pulse code modulation.

(DPCM), in which the reference parametl"1c

signal is coded with a 3-bit logarithm1c

code, other signals—by 2-bit DPCM /2.3fl
This type of coding is very popular’ye“

the relation between intelligibility of
vocoded speech, as its main qualitynw?'

sure, and the number of quantizatimlblm

per one Spectral parameter is intereSting

from the point of view of the relative

information of variable m in comparison
with n and T.
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Wealso attempted to find a simple and

reliable method of reducing the number of

spectral parameters. This may be done by

averaging subsequent samples of the ampfir

tude spectrum (AS).

ACCURACY OF SPECTRUM REPRODUCTION

Toevaluate the efficiency of the sugges-

ted averaging approach, we

comparative analysis of spectrum repro-

mmtion by the two methods of reducing

um number of spectral parameters. A

samples of amplitude spectrum of the

vocoder analyser output signal were sub-

jected to harmonic approximation (appro-
ximate representation of the spectral
envelope by means of a Fourier series) by

flm first method, and a certain number of
mmsequent components was averaged by the

second method, that is several subsequent

SamPles of the amplitude spectrum from
Hm vocoder synthesizer output signal were

rehlaced by the average value of the ana-
Mser output samples. The test was per-
fmmed on a micro-computer—aided 24~chan-

nflnVOcoder with a high syllable intel—
hgibility of the vocoded speech (average

MMre 94.3% at data rate 4800 bit/s). Its
fresuerlcy range was from 100 Hz to 8 kHz.

Theanalyser was equiped with 6—th order
BegBel band-pass filters having 3 dB at-
tenuation at 25 Hz. In the synthesizer 2O
narrow-band 2—nd order filters with out-

mnfi Combined in an antiphase summation
"a? used to cover the speech bend to 5
kHzflnd 4 wideband filters were used in

theuPDer freguency range. Modulation was

am” by digital-analogous converters.From>
idflmical speech samples, the absolute

BVmgge error of one spectral component-

:nPr 0f spectrum reproduction - was found
y

K "mu

-

I . .5- 7 774;” E1 ‘21 flaw-QM

performed a

where FAk(i)’ FSk(i) — the i-th sample of
the k-th spectrum frame on the analyser

output, and on the synthesizer input,

respectively. Fig.1 presents the depen-

dence ofcf on the number of spectral pa-

rameters n for the two methods of reducing
this number.

A3d3 a;as

Fig.1. Accuracy of spectrum reproduction

for long utterance (a), long vowels /a,i/

(b) and fricative consonant Af/ (c).

o — averaging

x - harmonic approximation

Approximation by harmonic functions is

only preferable for vowel phonemes, and

long utterances (sentences) are more so-

curately reproduced by averaging subse—

quent spectrum samples. Human perception

tests on the two methods suggest their

comparative effects of spectrum reproduc-

tion. Further we restrict ourselves by

the more simple method of averaging.

INTELLIGIBILITY OF VOCODED SPEECH

To evaluate the quality of vocoded speech

its syllable intelligibility S was eva-

luated as a more objective factor, as

compared to intelligibility of phrases

and words. For each test, fiVe tables of

phonetically balanced syllables of Rus—

sian words (total 250 syllables) were

recorded by one male reader and processed

in the vocoder. Samples of spectrum cut-

offs on the output of the analyzer were
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microcomputer-processed to reduce the

number of quantization bits per one spec—

tral parameter and the number of spectral

parameters. The necessary sampling period

was controlled manually by the switch.

Samples of compressed spectrum cut-offs

were fed to the synthesizer, as samples

of the following spectrum cut-offs from

the output of the analyser were fed to

the computer. Processed syllables were

recorded on a magnetic tape and played

before three listeners. Syllable intelli-

gibility for separate listeners and ave-

rage intelligibility of vocoded speech

were then determined. Two more simple ways

of reducing bit number m were tested: a)

transfer of amplitude spectrum samples

(TS), when several subsequent amplitude

spectrum samples on the synthesizer input

FS(i) are replaced by a single amplitude

spectrum sample on the analyser output,

FA(i) and b) deletion of samples (DS),

when separate values FS=O. The determined

relations between syllable intelligibili-

ty S and the number of spectral parame-

ters n for TS, DS and AS methods are

shown in Fig.2.

5:33
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6 8 4h &kn

Fig.2. Dependence of syllable intelligi-

bility S on the number of spectral para-

meters n

Deviation from the natural speech was ob-

served at n<12. The undoubtful advantage

of the averaging method was stated and

further it was used in the evaluations
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of intelligibility.

A relations between syllable.intelligfln-

S of vocoded speech and the number of

quantization bits per one spectral pam-

meter m for given numbers of spectralpa-

rameters n are shown in Fig.38.A disthmt

deviation from natural speech occursat

m<:3.
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Fig.3. Dependences of syllable intelliyr

bility s on variables m(a), T(b)-

For the same number of spectral parameww

n, relations between syllable intelligfl?

1ity S and sampling period T were meammfi
(Fig.3b). Deviation from natural BPeeCh

at T=40 s is mainly due to the failurein

the synthesis of short sounds.

SPEAKER RECOGNITION

The evaluation of Speaker recognitimly

comes from two tests. First an attempt

was made to find a relation between SWN‘

ker recognition from unprocessed SPeeCh

and vocoder-processed speech and the mar

tion of speech sample. Speech sample6 "we

collected from 11 known speakers and 4

unknown speakers. 5 monosyllabic words

each of 0.5 s average duration, 5 P01y9fl’

labic words - 1.5 s and 5 phrases - 4 a

were used. Each sequence of samples was
chosen at random, recorded on a magnetic

tape and played before 11 listeners.
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A warning concerning the unknown speakers

was made. The listeners were carefully

instructed not to chek off names or to

use any process of elimination because

some speakers were sampled more than once
mmrocessed speech, vocoded speech and

mmmtonous vocoded speech Were tested.The
values of compression variables were: n=
=24,nm8, T=4O ms. The relations of spea-
ker recognition 3 and the duration of
apeechfi sample t are shown in Fig.4a.
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1i18-4. Speaker recognition :7 in relation
tothe duration of speech sample t (a)
Urunprocessed, 2-vocoded, 3- monotonous
vocoded speech) and to the
spectral parameters n (b).

number of

Theabsence of fundamental frequency of
flu Voice results in a 20% decrease in
therecognition accuracy. For a success-
fulidentification and verification of a
Speaker from vocoded speech, just a phrafi
or“ P°1ysyllabic word may be used without
“Preciable loss of accuracy.
Theaecond test was done by 11 known spea-

hrs.on1y Phrases were read, and only

”COded BPeech with different numbers of
”evhgl Parameters n, was evaluated. The
resultant relations of speaker recognitnn

and the number of spectral parameters n

f0rtWO methods of reducing this number

:ZBhown in Fig.4b. The recognition accu-

They beOomes significantly lower at n412.
c°mparison supports the advantages of
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the averaging method.

CONCLUSIONS

The presented relations of vocoded speech
syllable intelligibility S to the number
of spectral parameters n, sampling period
T and the number of quantization bits per
one spectral parameter m, as well as the
relations of speaker recognition 7 to the
number of spectral parameters n open the

ways towards designing vocoders for pre-
given properties of the processed speech,
which can be achieved by choosing proper
design parameters. Test evaluations of

the quality of vocoded speech may be des-

cribed by the limiting values of variafiws

n, m, T, which are: n;l2, m33, T540 ms.

Vocoded speech becomes significantly un-

natural whenever one of the variables

exceeds it limiting value. We underline

the advantages of the method of reducing

the number of spectral parameters by ave

raging subsequent samples of speech amp-

litude spectrum. Problems of speaker re-

cognition and verification from vocoded

speech may be solved on single utterunce

from 2 to 4 5.
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